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This bibliography lists selected publications relating to TSI’s Model 3795 Nanoparticle Emission Tester
(NPET). TSI’s NPET Model 3795 is a portable, easy-to-use, cost-effective instrument capable of measuring
total solid (non-volatile) particle number concentration from combustion sources. Featuring a robust,
user-friendly design, the NPET can be used by researchers, regulatory inspectors, and maintenance
personnel alike.
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“Recent Developments in the Measurement of Low Particulate Emissions from Mobile Sources:
A Review of Particle Number Legislations,” Oliver F. Bischof, Emission Control Science &
Technology 1(2), 203-212 (2015).
The combination of modern engine technologies, efficient after-treatment, and tighter emission standards
resulted in drastically lower particulate emission levels in Europe today. The conventional methods
defined to test particulate emissions fail at such low levels as they are aimed at determining the mass of
the particles collected on a filter (PM). This led to particle number (PN) measurement having become
established as the method of choice to test for low particulate emissions from mobile sources. At present,
there are several emission legislations that have added PN as an additional emission parameter, while
there are no mandatory regulations for ambient air monitoring anywhere in the world so far. An
overview of already enforced as well as an outlook of upcoming emission legislations for mobile sources
that will require PN measurement will be given in this review and corresponding test solutions are
described. Special emphasis is given to emission testing of construction machinery diesel particle filters in
the field. Portable test equipment capable of measuring nonvolatile PN from such combustion sources is
explained.
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